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THE COMPLETE RELATIONS
OF TYPES FOR A HIGHER ORDER 

TYPE-THEORETIC LANGUAGE

Hyang II Yi

1. Introduction

The Language Lt under consideration is called ^type-theoretic** be
cause its syntax is based on Rusself s simple theory of types, probably 
most closely resembling the version of type theory m Church (1940). Lt 
will contain both constants and variables in syntax, and it will allow q眼- 

ntification over va호iabes of any category.
We recall the concept of Lt recursively.
(1) e is a type,
(2) t is a type
(3) If a and b are any types, then〈a,b〉is a type.
(4) Nothing else is a type.

In other words,
e is a term, t is a formulas,〈e,t〉is a one-place predicates and <eXe, 

t〉〉is a two-place predicates.

2. Type model D of a higher-order type language

Let* s construct a type model D of a higher-order type theoretic la
nguage Lt. Let E be a smgieton of type e. Starting from D。= {t} a ch죠in
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of approximations of a type model D is built by defining
Dn+I = E +〈Dn, Dn〉

where + represents disjoint sum and <Dn, Dn> is the space of all conti
nuous mappings from Dn to Dni and embedding each Dn in De by 쵸 sui
table projection pair (in, Pn) of Dn on Dn+i where in: 스Dn+i,
Pn: Dn+L느Dn with the properties 已。in = id%, in ° Pn-CidDn+i.
If deDn, we identify d with incc(d)sD.
There we can assume

Do-£Di C - CDn C... Cd.
Let d„ stand for ina, ° Pwn(d). It holds

dn = U ° Psn(d) W d.
Atas if deDa, then do = d. Now we may take the type model D of Lr if기:。 

account of the equational form
D = E +〈D, D>.

Defining a partial ordering < on Dn by d < f if and o이 y if d(a) < f( a) 
for all acDn, the set of all continuous functions from Dn to Dn is a comp
lete partial ordered set and the disjoint sum of E + <Dn, Dn> is a comp
lete one, too.

3. Complete relations on the model D

Definition 2.1

(1) A binary relation RlDXD is co-complete if and only if
(U〈d3〉皿，U〈f(»£R
whenever for all ice), (d⑴，where
〈d⑴〉皿，〈f°〉函 are increasing chains in D.

(2) R W D X D is complete if and only if R is u)-complete and (t,t)sR.

Proposition 2.1 The following properties of D hold :
(1) do ~ t.
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(2) If aeE, then for all n > 1 a = an.
(3) If deD,〈d》n国 is an increasing chain in D and d = U〈d)吋.

(4) If f£<D,D>, then fn+i(d) = fn+i(dn)£Dn.
(5) If fe<D,D>, then (f(dn))n = fn+i(dn).

Let K = (kb k2,…,kJ be a set of basic predetermined types of D and 
0 a set of type variables. The set T of types is defined by :

(1) k, Mt.
(2) If a, PeT then P(a)eT
(3) If a, PsT then "laeT, aA PeT, aV PeT,

a^PeT and a^PeT.
(4) If aeT,哗車，then ana 3^asT for ail <強.

Now we define a relation R(a) £ D X D for each term a of the set
T° of closed types. We set the a in the form 

a = QG........ Qn^a'
where af is either a basic type K or a type of the logical forms. Let us 
define the scope size Z(a) = n.

(i) /(巫a)〉/(a[业a/©)
(ii) /( V^a) > /(a[y/CJ) for all types y.
R(a) is built by successive approximations in the following way.

Definition 2.2 Let be complete relations over D.
(1) R(a)n DnXDnCaeT, n>0 I is defined by :

(a) R(a)0 = {(t,t)} for all acT.
(b) R(K)"】=K.
(c) (dbd2)eR(p(a))n+i<->dl£<D,D>n+i or d = t(i = 1,2) and for all

(fbf2)£R(a)„, (d1(fi),d2(f2))eR(P(a))D-1(if 
d. = t, then dXD = t).

(d) (dbd2)£R(~ia)n+i*->d1£<D,D>n-i or d, = t(i = 1,2) and for all (
fi,f2)8RGa)nXdi(fi),d2(f2))^R(a)n.
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(e) (dbd2)sR(aA B)n+L(di,d2)£R(a)n+i and
(di,d2)eR(p)n4-i.

(f) (dbd2)sR(aV B)n+L(di,d2)£R(a)n+i or
(di,d2)£R(p)n+b

(g) (dbd2)£R(a-^P)n-i4->d1e<D,D>n+i or d, = t(i = 1,2)and for
all (fi,f2)£R(a)n, (dl(f1),d2(f2))8R(p)n.

(h) (di,d2)£R(a^p)n+i^-*(dbd2)€R(a->p) n + l and
(dbd2)£R(p~^a)n+i.

(i) (dbd2)ER(VCa)n+i*-*for all yeT0,
(diA) eR (a[y/<]) n+1・

(j) (di,d2)£R(驱a)n+L(di,d2)8R(a[恥。/<])宀.

(2) (d,f)ER(a)—for all n, (d^OeRCa),,.
Now the Allowing results can be obtained from the definition 2.2.

Theorem 2.1. It h아ds the f이lowing :
(1) R(a)n-CR(a) n亠L
(2) If(d,f)工 R(a)m then (dQ,fn)eR(a)n.
(3) R(a)n CR(a).

Proof. The third assertion is an immediate consequence of (1) and 
(2). Let's use the simultaneous induction on /(a). For n = 0 the proof 
is trivial. If a is the one of basic types, i.e., Z(a) — 0 then (1) follows 
by definition 2.2 (l)~(b) and (2) Allows by proposition 2.1,(2).

Let us consider the case of formulations. Let y三 P(a) (Z(y) = 0).
(1) Let (d,f)eR(P(a))n and take (a,b)eR(a)n.

We have d(a) = d(&—i), f(b) = f(bn^i) by proposition 2.1,(4). By(2) 
We have (an-b bn-i)£R(a)n-i and therefore by (1)

(d(a),f(b))8R(p(a))n-2 W R(p(a))n-i.
Hence (d, f)eR(P(a))n+i.

(2) Let (d,f)eR(P(a))n-i. Take (a, b)£R(a)n-i-CR(a)„ by (1). Hence 
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we have (d(a),f(b))eR(P(a))n-2.

And by (2), ((d(a))n-b (f(b))n-i)£R(P(a))n-2-£R(P(a))n-i.
Now by proposition 2.1 (5), it holds

dn(a) = (d(a))n-b fn(b) = (f(b))n-l.
Hence(dn,fn)eR(3(a))n.

In the case of disjunction and conjunction, (1) and (2) follow by the 
definition 22 (l)~(e), (f). The proof of cases a,。厂스& and is si
milarly to the case of formul가ion P(a). Finally the cases of quantifica
tion is proved by induction on 1(a) and the properties of scope size si
nce

(d,f)eR(VCa)n if and only if VycT, (d,f)eR(aCy/C])n.
^nd

(d,f)£RO^a))n if and only if (d,f)£R(aE
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